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Doesn’t your dog deserve a break? 

Save Fido’s joints and ease entry and exit into your truck bed with TWISTEP® for Trucks 

Hitch-mounted, swing-out TWISTEP for Trucks from PortablePET makes life easy—for your pet and you! 

BELLINGHAM, Wash. – Think about it from your dog’s perspective: The bed of that pickup is as tall, or taller, 

than your head. Jumping up or down from that height?  You need a step to prevent jarring injuries. 

Better yet, you need TWISTEP for Trucks, from Heininger’s 
PortablePET—the easiest step-up solution anywhere, with a 
solid, reliable, twist-out extension step that makes for simple 
entry into an open tailgate. 
 
Install TWISTEP for Trucks in minutes, and you’ll never be 
more than about 3 seconds away from one-handed, twist-out 
convenience. No fumbling with step-stools, or unloading or 
unfolding cumbersome ramps. Just lift a pin, and rotate 
TWISTEP for Trucks out from underneath the bumper for use. 
Then fold it 180 degrees to stow under the bumper, ready for 
the next time. 
 
Just like that, you’ve eliminated the repeated jumping into and out of a vehicle that can cause or aggravate your 
pet’s arthritis, leg injuries, back sprains and other spinal damage. It helps young dogs avoid unnecessary stress 
on growing hips and elbows, eases all dogs’ entry into the pickup bed at the end of a long day of hiking or 
hunting, and can be a real boon for older dogs, who may not otherwise be able to reach the truck bed on their 
own. 
 
And as a bonus, TWISTEP for Trucks works great for humans, too, providing knee- and hip-saving easy entry 
and exit from the tailgate. 
 
Here’s what a veterinarian has to say about TWISTEP:  
 

“By slowing dogs down and doing incremental steps into a vehicle, dogs won’t be wrenching their 
backs, hips, and knees. If all my clients with big dogs used this product I’d see less animals for flare-
ups and slipped disks.” -Stuart Spencer, DVM 

 
With high-quality, powder-coated construction and a durable, non-slip surface, TWISTEP for Trucks holds up to 
400 pounds of dog or human on its 19-inch-by-22-inch platform. Fully assembled from the box, TWISTEP for 
Trucks installs easily in 2-inch hitch receivers. 
 
Like the idea but own an SUV? Consider the standard TWISTEP, which features a secure step without the 
extra extension for hatch-type lift-gages on modern SUVs. Works great for pets to reach the cargo area—and 
for humans to reach the roof rack! 
 
See the video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D462N6XnjbQ  Get more information—and find online 
retailers—at http://www.heininger.biz/portablepet_twistep_for_trucks.php 
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About Heininger PortablePET 
PortablePET, a Heininger Holdings company, focuses on thoughtful, innovative, reliable and long-lasting travel 
products for pets and the people who love them. Since 2001, PortablePET has offered industry-leading 
products that make taking care of your pet on the go easier and more rewarding, with a focus on feeding, 
watering, travel and other solutions that are available by searching “PortablePET” on-line retailers like 
Amazon.com©, Wal-Mart.com© and more, and in select stores nationwide. You can find PortablePET online at 
www.Heininger.biz.  
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